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Abstract. On April 11, 2012, a Mw 8.6 earthquake struck off the west coast of northern Sumatra approximately 300 km 

west of the Sunda trench following by Mw 8.2 two hours afterward.  The 2012 Indian Ocean Earthquake sequence, which 

was the largest intraplate earthquake in recorded history, yielded seismic moment of 1.2-1.3 x 1022 N m and 0.2-0.3 x 

1022 N m for the main shock (Mw 8.6) and the after shock (Mw 8.2), respectively.  Aceh GPS Network for Sumatran 
Fault System (AGNeSS) observed a predominantly ENE coseismic offset up to 10 cm while the sites on the Andaman 

Island observed southward and southern part Sumatra GPS Array (SuGar) network observed northward. Limited far-field 

and inland GPS observation network might lead the homogeneous and half-space model insufficient to explain the 

coseismic offset. In that of sense, in order to estimate more realistic surface displacement due to complex subduction and 
far-field GPS station, we consider developing inhomogeneous three-dimensional finite element model incorporate 

subducting slab, three-dimensional velocity earth structure, realistic topography and bathymetry as well as sphericity of 

the earth. We calculate coseismic offset by forward modeling using slip distribution as reported from Wei et al. [7]. This 

study investigates the effect of inhomogeneous structure and spherical geometry model in reproducing actual coseimic 
offset due to 2012 Indian Ocean Earthquake. 

INTRODUCTION 

 The 2012 Indian Ocean Earthquake, which was the largest intraplate earthquake in history of instrumentally 

recorded event, released a high seismic moment up to 1.6 x 10
22

 N m [4], [7], [9].  Two great earthquakes occurred 

within two hours observed in an extremely complex conjugate faults, that consist at least three fault planes for Mw 

8.6 main shock [4], [7], [9], [10] and one plane for Mw 8.2 aftershock [7]. This great earthquake sequence produced 

static offsets at GPS station within more than 2000 km distances. This global offsets give us opportunity to observe 

and analyze the effect of earth structure such as sphericity of the earth and inhomogeneous velocity structure at both 

near-field and far-field area. In addition, the oceanic intraplate earthquake, which frequently has strike slip faulting, 

could give us more easy elucidation than the megathrust earthquake due to negligible gravity effect [11], [12]. 

 Existing models, such as Okada [5], compute surface displacement in a half-space earth model assuming 

homogeneous elastic isotropic and neglect sphericity of the medium. Due to simplify the calculation, slip 

distribution inversion based on geodetic data widely used these two assumptions. However, current space geodesy 

and seismological instrument have improved significantly, which has ability to record various natural factors. 

Moreover, Pollitz [12] and Wang et al. [11] have a set of code to compute in a multilayered and spherical earth 

medium. Since multilayered or stratified earth medium also classified as inhomogeneous and have been addressed, 

our target is inhomogeneous structure represented by three-dimensional earth velocity structure.  

 Several previous studies have been investigated effect of earth rigidity structure [13], [14] and effect of spherical 

earth [6], [14] in analytical fashion. Here, we utilize offset data from several GPS network around the fault source 
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area (Figure 1). In order to investigate the effect of inhomogeneous earth rigidity structure and sphericity of the earth 

in numerical framework, we conduct three-dimensional finite element analysis for elastic modeling. 

 

 
(b) 

 

(a) (c) 

FIGURE 1. Calculation and Observation offset due to the 2012 Indian Ocean Earthquake from AGNeSS, SuGar, IGS and 

Andaman Island GNSS Networks. (a) Horizontal Component. Red vector as observation offset with 95% standard error circle. 

Blue vector represent calculation offset, (b) EW offset with red and blue color as (a) caption with 95% standard error bar, (c) NS 

offset with caption same as (b).  

DATA AND METHODS 

Observation Data 

We analyzed the offset based on daily solution of 4 sites from Aceh GPS Network for the Sumatran fault system 

(AGNeSS), 1 site from GSI, 6 sites from International GNSS Service (IGS), 5 sites from Andaman and Nicobar 

island network and 43 sites from Sumatran GPS Array (SuGAr). AGNeSS was developed by Nagoya University, 

Kochi University, Tohoku University, Institut Teknologi Bandung and Syiah Kuala University, began a couple of 

month after 2004 Sumatra-Andaman Earthquake [16].  This AGNeSS is very near to the location and has been 

recorded several earthquake before and after 2012 [15], [16].  Also, postseismic displacement after 2004 Sumatra-

Andaman Earthquake was clearly observed by almost both continuous and permanent of AGNeSS [17].  Since 

AGNeSS located in northern Sumatra, for comparison and assess the other side of Coseismic offset, IGS site and 

Andaman-Nicobar island site was taken directly from [8] covered far-field and northern side of 2012 Indian Ocean 

Earthquake source. Meanwhile, SuGAr, along fore-arc, extending from northern to southern region of Sumatra [3], 

[4].  
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Receiver Independent Exchange format (RINEX) data for each AGNeSS site was processed using BERNESE 

5.0 software [18] with permanent International GNSS Service (IGS) site as a realization in the International 

Terrestrial Referenee frame 2008 (ITRF 2008) [19]. In this study, we collect total of 118 horizontal and 9 vertical 

static offset from all available data. AGNeSS recorded very well both horizontal and vertical, while SuGAr has both 

vertical and horizontal on the northern part of Sumatra near the source location. However, at far-field, SuGAr only 

have clear horizontal offset. 

Coseismic Deformation 

The 2012 Indian Ocean Earthquake sequence was nucleate first by the Mw 8.6 mainshock and following by Mw 

8.2 aftershock. This largest oceanic intraplate earthquake has a long rupture about 160 s and 60 s for mainshock and 

aftershock, respectively. It occurred with complex and conjugate fault at diffuse plate boundary [4], [9] with very 

large amount of slip up to 48 m [4], [10] and deep slip at 60 km depth [7], [20]. Meanwhile from gravity change Han 

et al. [21] show the dilatation regime along the trench and compressional regime perpendicular to the trench enhance 

the persistent coseismic deformation with previous studies.  

Several finite fault model was proposed to explain the deformation during coseismic. First come from Yue [9] 

using teleseismic data, and followed by Wei et al [7] and the latest is Hill et al [4] based on high rate GPS and 

seismic data. Wei et al [7] reported both of mainshock slip distribution and Mw 8.2 aftershock sequence which 

appropriate with our data that recorded the static displacement in each day. We do not attempt to compare between 

various coseismic models in this study. Hence, we used coseimic model from Wei et al [7]. We used this finite fault 

model to do forward modeling in our inhomogeneous spherical earth finite element model.  

Finite Element Model 

We compiled geometry for creating mesh based on several published model.  We adopt surface topography and 

bathymetry from Becker et al. [22]. Then, for subducted slab along the sunda trench, we derived from seismic 

tomography result until 300 km [23] and extrapolate down to the 670 km depth. We assumed the slab thickness is 70 

km same as the oceanic lithosphere thickness. The size of the model is extending between longitudes 70-115E and 

latitudes 20S to 20N with 670 km depth. Spherical geometry represented by earth curvature using local 

geographically referenced Cartesian system that reflects earth-centered earth-fixed (ECEF) coordinate system on the 

surface as topography and bathymetry that we adopt beforehand (Figure 2). We sweep the surface to the center of 

the earth and the sweeped geometry was cut by separate slab interface. The mesh consists of more than 5 million 

tetrahedral element and construct almost 1 million nodal points with the finest element size is 2.5 km near the source 

area and the subduction region and rough element size at the edge of the model boundary. For simplicity, we set 

roller condition at each boundary except for the surface. We set free displacement at surface. The finite element 

mesh is shown in Figure 2. 

We conduct finite element method using PyLith code from Computational Infrastructure for Geodynamics with 

fault interface using domain decomposition method [1]. The PyLith code was widely used for crustal deformation 

modeling such as elastic modeling [25] or study viscoelastic response [26] and also generates a green’s function 

[27]. It has been benchmarked with the analytic solution such as those in Okada [5].  We use prescribed slip 

distribution from Wei et al. [7] and simulate the coseismic to produce surface displacement at each site and compare 

the calculation offset to observation offset. 

 

  
(a) (b) 

 

FIGURE 2. Finite Element Mesh, which has buried fault in the center of the geometry. (a) Spherical-Earth model represent by 
Earth-Fixed Earth-Centered system, (b) Flat Earth model represent by geographic projection coordinate system. 
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Inhomogeneous Structure 

 Since the earthquake is located off western the Sunda trench while the GPS stations are eastern part of the Sunda 

trench across complex subduction region, the elastic slab have an important factor. Once we incorporate elastic slab, 

we cannot adopt the multi-layered modulus as widely use in half-space method [5] and spherical-earth method [12]. 

One possibility that have been done is using uniform rigidity [28], [29] or using inhomogeneous rigidity and density 

based on 3-D velocity structure. We use 3-D velocity structure following Widiyantoro and Hilst [24] and derived the 

density using Gardner relationship [31]. We compared with homogeneous value, which are widely used in previous 

studies [28], [29]. 

TABLE 1. Inhomogeneous and Homogeneous structures that tested in this study 

Parameter Homogeneous Model Inhomogeneous Model 

Vp 6100 m/s 3-D [24] 

Vs 3521.8 m/s 3-D [24] 

Density 3300 kg/m
3
 3-D  

Poisson ratio 0.25 3-D  

RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

Simulated Offset based on Heterogeneous and Spherical-Earth Model 

In this section, we present the calculation based on inhomogeneous and spherical-earth model. In order to 

evaluate the model, for every GPS site i, we evaluate the calculation offset Cali and observation offset Obsi with 

degree of freedom df using reduced Chi-square as following 
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Inhomogeneous and spherical-earth model coseismic offset shows smaller values than observation offset (Figure 1). 

The Figure 1b and Figure 1c also shows that between calculation offset and observation offset has large discrepancy 

below 500 km site-to-source distances. The offset below 500 km might be affected also by slip model. Since we did 

not analyze other coseismic model, we could not discuss this possibility. The calculation model has reasonable 

offset due to our coseismic slip from We et al. [7] that neglect three-dimensional heterogeneous and spherical 

structures. In that of sense, the effects of inhomogeneous and spherical structures reduce the calculation-offset 

values. Hence, slip amount will have to be larger than the current model-predicted when the model incorporate 

heterogeneous structures. For further study such as postseismic deformation analysis, we should scale up the slip 

amount to obtain appropriate stress and realistic offset. To obtain the big-pictures of misfit offset, we calculate the 

total misfit using different model as described on the Table 2.  

Earth Model Effect Comparison  

Inhomogeneous versus Homogeneous 

In order to obtain exact value of inhomogeneous and spherical effect, we calculate each model and compare the 

result. In the following figure, instead of separate EW and NS component offset, the values of displacements are 

combination from EW and NS component offset. For simplicity, we evaluate the effect using linear relationship. The 

effect of inhomogeneous structure compared with homogeneous structure, which has density 3300 kg/m
3
 and 

poisson ratio 0.25, produce 30% difference at near field and increase to be 35% at far field. This result agrees with 

previous studies that the effect of multilayered earth structures gives significant effect to elastic deformation in 

analytical form [11], [12], [14]. It is comparable since we use 3-D earth velocity structures derived from 1-D 

multilayered earth structures [24]. The difference around fault region (distance < 100 km) about 25% is due to 

difference poisson ratio between inhomogeneous structure and homogeneous structure. Thus, the effect of variability 
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of rigidity gives 5-10% difference. Figure 3 shows that offset value of homogeneous structure is larger than 

inhomogeneous structure. Hence, the inhomogeneous structure reduces the coseismic offset. 

 

  
(a) (b) 

FIGURE 3. Near-field and far-field GPS static offsets comparison due to Inhomogeneous structure effect. (a) Horizontal GPS 

component offset, (b) Percentage change between inhomogeneous and homogeneous structure. 

Spherical Earth versus Flat Earth 

As inhomogeneous structure case, we fixed other earth structures and change the spherical earth and flat earth to 

obtain the difference. In this case, we changed the mesh between spherical mesh to flat mesh (Figure 2b). We cannot 

discuss the effect below 400 km and above 2000 km due to dataset limitation. However, using linear fitting, the 

effect start arise from 100 km site-to-source distance. Spherical earth effect produces 5% difference at near field and 

25% at far field. The result also consistent with previous studies [6], [14] that was done within 300 km site-to-source 

distance in analytic ways. Figure 4 shows that offset value at near field seems to be larger than far field. However, 

after we normalized the offset, we obtain the difference at near field is smaller than far field. Hence, the more far 

GPS point the more significant spherical earth effect.  

  
(a) (b) 

FIGURE 4. Near-field and far-field GPS static offsets comparison due to spherical shape effect. (a) Displacement for flat 

geometry and spherical geometry. (b) Percentage change of earth curvature effect as represented by spherical geometry. 
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TABLE 2. Evaluation of each model compared to observation data 

Model Configuration 
   

EW NS Total 

Inhomogeneous + Spherical Model 37.25 18.01 55.26 

Inhomogeneous + Flat Model 28.41 11.34 39.75 

Homogeneous + Spherical Model 33.36 7.61 40.97 

CONCLUSION 

We have been addressed the effect of inhomogeneous rigidity structure and spherical earth model based on 

coseismic offset due to 2012 Indian Ocean Earthquake. Despite of limitation of our dataset below 400 km site-to-

source distance, based on our result we conclude that  

 Inhomogeneous and spherical earth structures are indispensable factor to improved elastic modeling based 

on far-field offsets. For more than 400 km site-to-source distance, the effect of inhomogeneous rigidity and 

spherical earth structures are 5-10% and 5-25%, respectively. 

 Consideration for inversion analysis to include inhomogeneous and spherical earth structures on elastic 

Greens Function. 

 Our result suggest to scale up slip amount if we use Wei et al. [7] model as a fault model in postseismic 

deformation analysis.  

 For further research, we consider to continue our analysis to investigate comprehensive structures including 

topography and bathymetry effect, and subducted elastic slab on elastic and viscoelastic modeling.  
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